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• Searching for CP violation (CPV) in charm decays  
is a STRESS test to the Standard Model: 
• New Physics (NP) contributions 

could be hidden in the loops 
• Up-type quark: complementary to 

studies in K and B systems 

• Small CP asymmetries expected (0.01%÷0.1%) 
• CKM/GIM suppression 
• Large uncertainties due to low-energy strong interaction effects 

[Phys.Lett. B222 (1989) 501] 

• CPV in charm has been searched for since decades,  
In 2019, observed in the decay of D0 meson! 

• Why at LHCb?                  Huge cc ̅production cross-section:  
                                          𝝈( pp → cc ̅X )√s̅ = 13 TeV ≅ 2.4 mb
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Why study charm physics?
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[JHEP 03 (2016) 159]

http://inspirehep.net/record/277142
http://inspirehep.net/record/1396331?ln=it
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• Mass eigenstates are not the flavour eigenstates: 

• This causes D ↔ D̅ transitions described by 

• If CP is violated, two more observables:

Mixing of neutral D mesons
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• The charm sector encompasses the only up-type quark decays of neutral mesons in 
which CP-violation (CPV) can be probed.

• CPV in SM is predicted to be small (~10%& − 10%().
Room for new physics enhancements.

• These predictions are dominated by long distance contributions.

Experimental measurements are crucial to improve theoretical predictions.

CP-violation in the charm sector

Short Distance Contributions: 
Heavily suppressed!

Long Distance Contributions: 
Large theoretical uncertainties! 

• Charm data samples are huge: ~ a few billion *+ decays to be analysed at LHCb with Run 1 + Run 2 data.
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CP violation
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• CPV in mixing 
Occurs if " |q/p | ≠ 1

• Indirect CPV in interference 
between mixing and decay 
Occurs if "ϕλf

≡ arg(qĀf̄ /pAf ) ≠ 0

D f
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D̅• CPV in the decay 

Occurs if "  
(observed in 2019)
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Measurement of D0 mixing parameters 

• Using D0→KSπ-π+ decays (rich resonance structure) which offer a 
good sensitivity to mixing parameters

�5

• Time-dependent Dalitz-plot analysis  
performed with the Bin-Flip approach 
→ dynamics as input from external 
measurements 
→ no accurate efficiency modeling 

• D0 → KSπ-π+  decay receives contribution 
from Cabibbo-favoured and doubly-
Cabibbo-suppressed decay amplitudes

• CP symmetry is conserved in the decay with good approximation  

• Direct access to the mixing phase independent of the final state 
(ɸ2 for detail see [Kagan & Silvestrini 2020]) 

[Phys. Rev. D 99, 012007]

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.053008
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.99.012007
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Analysis strategy

• Using prompt D*+→D0π+tag decays collected 
during Run 2 (2015-2018,~5.4 fb-1) 

• Measure ratios of yields in Dalitz bins -b and b in 
decay-time bins j 

• Assuming no CP violation:  
 
 
 
"  → mixing parameters 
"  → value of the ratio for "  
"  → strong-phases 

• Use binning which minimizes strong-phase variations: 
"  from CLEO and BESIII  
[Phys. Rev. D 82, 112006, Phys. Rev. D 101, 112002]

x, y
rb t = 0
cb, cs

cb, cs
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Dalitz plot with an accurate amplitude model, accounting
for efficiency and resolution effects, and background
components [9–11].
With the large samples of D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

expected at the LHCb and Belle II experiments [12,13],
the systematic uncertainties due to knowledge of the
amplitude model are likely to limit the final precision on
the mixing parameters. Approaches that obviate the need for
an amplitude analysis of the Dalitz-plot distribution have
been proposed to mitigate this issue [14,15]. These build on
ideas developed to measure the CKM angle γ from B− →
Dð→ K0

Sπ
þπ−ÞK− decays, known as the GGSZ method

[16–18]. By partitioning the Dalitz plot into bins, the need
for an explicit amplitude model is avoided, and the decay-
time distribution depends on a small number of coefficients
that encode relevant information about the decay, in addition
to the mixing parameters. At hadron-collider experiments,
however, such model-independent methods still face a
significant challenge. Stringent online event-selection cri-
teria are imposed on charged-particle momenta and displace-
ments from the primary interaction space point to suppress
the prevailing backgrounds from light-quark production.
Modeling the resulting biases on signal decay-time and
Dalitz-plot distributions increases the complexity of the
analyses, introducing further sources of systematic uncer-
tainty that may offset the intended advantages [19].
We propose a novel approach for measuring parameters

of oscillation and CP violation in charm mixing using
D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ−, or other multibody neutral-charm decays,

that requires neither an amplitude analysis of the Dalitz-
plot distribution nor an accurate modeling of the efficiency
variations as functions of decay time and Dalitz-plot
position. The sample of D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays is divided

into subsamples according to initial D0 meson flavor,
location on the Dalitz plot, and decay time. Ratios of
decay yields observed in regions (“bins”) of the Dalitz plot
that are symmetric about its bisector are constructed as
functions of decay time. These functions depend on the
known hadronic parameters, dependent on Dalitz-plot bin,
that enter the GGSZ method to determine γ [20]. The
mixing parameters are obtained from a least-squares fit of
the decay-time-dependent ratios, jointly for mesons pro-
duced as D0 and D0, in which external information on the
hadronic parameters is used as a constraint. Any significant
CP-violating effect in oscillations of D0 and D0 mesons is
observed as a difference in the ratios between the samples
of mesons produced in the D0 and D0 states. We dub this
approach the “bin-flip method”.
In Sec. II we develop the formalism of the method; in

Sec. III we discuss the Dalitz-plot partition and external
inputs needed; in Sec. IV we evaluate the sensitivity using
simulated samples and discuss instrumental effects such as
those due to resolutions and nonuniform reconstruction
efficiencies; in Sec. V we quantify the impact of the method

on the knowledge of charm-mixing phenomenology to
finally conclude in Sec. VI.

II. THE BIN-FLIP METHOD

Mass eigenstates of neutral-charm mesons are expressed
as jD1;2i ¼ pjD0i % qjD0i in terms of flavor eigenstates,
where p and q are complex parameters satisfying
jqj2 þ jpj2 ¼ 1. In the limit of CP symmetry (q ¼ p),
we define D1ð2Þ to be the CP-even (odd) eigenstate and
the mixing parameters as x ¼ ðm1 −m2Þ=Γ and y ¼
ðΓ1 − Γ2Þ=ð2ΓÞ, where Γ ¼ ðΓ1 þ Γ2Þ=2 is the average
decay width, following Refs. [1,8]. We specialize the
discussion of the method to the D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

because we anticipate that it will have a strong impact when
used with this mode, but the formalism can be adapted to
other multibody decays.
We parametrize the D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− three-body decay

dynamics with two two-body masses following the Dalitz
formalism [21,22]. We use the following flavor-dependent
definition of squared invariant masses:

m2
% ≡

!
m2ðK0

Sπ
% Þ for D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

m2ðK0
Sπ

∓Þ for D0 → K0
Sπ

þπ− decays;
ð1Þ

which simplifies the simultaneous treatment of D0 and D0

decays.
We indicate with Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ and Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ the

amplitudes for mesons produced as D0 and D0, respec-
tively, and decaying to the final state f ¼ K0

Sπ
þπ− at the

generic point ðm2
þ; m2

−Þ of the Dalitz plane. If CP sym-
metry is conserved in the decay, the relation Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ ¼

Afðm2
þ; m2

−Þ holds. The decay rates of neutral D mesons
tagged in the flavor eigenstates D0 and D0 at time t ¼ 0
evolve in time as
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p
q
g−ðtÞ

"""
2
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where g% ðtÞ ¼ θðtÞe−imte−t=2 cosh
sinh ðzt=2Þ, t is the decay time

in units of D0 lifetime τ¼ 1=Γ, m ¼ ðm1 þm2Þ=2 is the
average mass of neutral D mesons, θ is the Heaviside
function, and z equals −ðyþ ixÞ.
We divide the Dalitz plane into two sets of n bins each,

symmetric about its principal bisector m2
þ ¼ m2

−. Bins are
labeled with the index % b, where b ¼ 1;…; n. Positive
indices refer to bins in the (lower) m2

þ > m2
− region, where
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Using the customary convention for the charm-mixing
CP-violation phase ϕ≡ argðqAf=pAfÞ ≈ argðq=pÞ, which
assumes the absence of any final-state-dependent weak-
interaction phase between decay amplitudes (consistent
with the limit of CP-symmetric decay amplitudes), the
interpretation of zCP and Δz in terms of the usual mixing
parameters becomes straightforward,

xCP ¼ −ImðzCPÞ

¼ 1
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¼ 1
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Conservation of CP symmetry in mixing (jq=pj ¼ 1) and
in the interference of mixing and decay (ϕ ¼ 0) implies
xCP ¼ x, yCP ¼ y, and Δx ¼ Δy ¼ 0. The observables Δy,
frequently denoted as AΓ, and yCP are well known. The
introduction of xCP and Δx allows for a conveniently
symmetric notation and yields parameters with statistical
properties optimally suited for use in measurements and
combinations of results, as discussed in Appendix.

III. DALITZ-PLOT PARTITION AND
STRONG-INTERACTION PHASE INPUTS

Various Dalitz-plot binning schemes were developed by
the CLEO collaboration for measuring the coefficients
X b ≡ cb − isb [20]. These include schemes aimed at
minimizing the variations of the strong-interaction phase
differences across each bin, as well as alternatives explicitly
designed to optimize the GGSZ sensitivity to γ. For the bin-
flip method we propose to use the “iso-Δδ” scheme with
n ¼ 8 bins defined in each Dalitz semispace such that

2πðb − 3=2Þ=n < Δδðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ < 2πðb − 1=2Þ=n;
b ¼ 1;…; n; ð31Þ

where the variation of Δδðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ over the Dalitz plane is
evaluated using the “BABAR 2008” amplitude model [24].
Because this scheme keeps the strong-interaction phase
difference approximately constant in each Dalitz-plot bin,
biases due to nonuniform efficiencies are reduced. A
dedicated binning optimization for the bin-flip method
may lead to improved sensitivity, but this is not pursued
here as we intend to rely on existing measurements of the
hadronic parameters to demonstrate quantitatively the
performance of the method.
The iso-Δδ scheme, shown in Fig. 1, is available as a

look-up table consisting of a grid of ðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ points
spaced 0.0054 GeV2=c4 apart in both m2

þ and m2
−. The

corresponding values of rb, cb, and sb are reproduced in
Table I, as measured by CLEO in 0.8 fb−1 of eþ e−

collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 3.77 GeV. The
cb and sb correlations are reported in Table II.

IV. SENSITIVITY

The bin-flip method is validated using simulated experi-
ments. In Sec. IVA, we discuss the tests of the basic
assumptions and approximations of the method, study its
properties, and offer an estimate of the best statistical
precision possibly achievable. In Sec. IV B, we focus on the
dependence of the method’s sensitivity on external inputs.
In Sec. IV C, we discuss the impact of experimental effects,
such as finite resolutions and nonuniform reconstruction
efficiencies.

A. Reach and comparison with other methods

The sensitivity of the bin-flip method to oscillation and
CP-violation parameters in charm mixing is determined
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FIG. 1. Iso-Δδ binning of the D0 → K0
Sπ

þ π− Dalitz plot, based
on the BABAR 2008 amplitude model [20]. The bins are
symmetric with respect to them2

þ ¼ m2
− bisector; positive indices

refer to bins in the (lower) m2
þ > m2

− region; negative indices
refer to those in the (upper) m2

þ < m2
− region. Colors indicate the

absolute value of the bin index b.
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DCS + Mixing

CFRbj =
N−bj

Nbj

Rbj ≈ rb − rb[(1 − rb)cb y − (1 + rb) x]⟨t⟩j

Complete formalism including CPV in backup

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.82.112006
https://journals.aps.org/prd/references/10.1103/PhysRevD.101.112002
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Determination of Rbj±

• 416 separate invariant mass fits to 
determine Rbj for  and   candidates 

• Yields are then corrected for two effects 
that do not cancel in the ratio:

D0 D̄0
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Experimentally induced correlations 
between the phase-space and decay-time  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Data driven approach to remove this 
correlation

Charge-dependent efficiencies  
→ Detection asymmetries Adet(𝜋+𝜋−) 

measured by means of control samples 

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Fit results

�8

The deviations from constant values 
are due to mixing

The deviations from constant values 
are due to CPV

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Results

• After a meticulous validation and evaluation of systematic uncertainties 
based on the emulation of nuisance effects (more details in backup),  
the mixing parameters are measured to be 

• First observation (at the level of 7 std. dev.) of the 
mass difference between D0 eigenstates!! 

• CP symmetry is conserved, but limits on mixing-induced CP violation 
significantly improved!

�9

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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LHCb milestones
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In CP violation …

… and mixing

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Recent LHCb results in charm physics
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CPV in 
D+(s)→h+π0, 
D+(s)→h+η 

decays

Time-dependent CPV 
in D0→h-h+ decays

[arXiv:2105.09889]

CPV in D0→KSKS decay
[arXiv:2105.01565]

[arXiv:2103.11058]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.11058
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LHCb impact on world averages

• The combination procedure follows closely HFLAV methods 
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Including "  Run 2 measurementΔY

[arXiv:2106.03744]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.03744
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Conclusions

• The LHCb Collaboration observed for the first time a difference between 
D0 mass eigenstates with a significance of about 7 standard deviations  

• No mixing-induced CP violation was observed, but limits have been 
significatively improved 

• Search for CPV in pure mixing and interference of decay amplitudes 
with and without mixing remains an important tool for constraining New 
Physics 

• LHCb is dominating the world scenario and many other measurements 
are in progress. 

• The upcoming LHCb-upgrade will start a new era of very high precision 
measurements in the search for time-dependent and independent CPV

�13
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The LHCb detector 
at the Large Hadron Collider (CERN)

�15

𝝈( pp → bb̅ X )√s̅ = 13 TeV ~ 144 μb 

𝝈( pp → cc ̅X )√s̅ = 13 TeV ~ 2.4 mb

• LHCb is a forward 
spectrometer (2 < η < 5) 
designed for B physics 

• Momentum resolution: 
0.4% at 5 GeV and 0.6% 
at 100 GeV.  

• VELO performances:  
Impact parameter 
resolution of 13-20 μm at 
high pT 
90% correct forward/
backward decay 
assignment 

• Muon ID efficiency: 97% 
with 1-3% μ → π mis-
identification. 

[JHEP 03 (2016) 159]

[J. Instrum. 3, S08005 (2008)]

[PRL118,052002 (2017)]

http://inspirehep.net/record/1396331?ln=it
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/3/08/S08005
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.052002
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• Mass eigenstates are not the flavor eigenstates: 

• This causes D ↔ D̅ transitions described by 

K0-K̄0 
x = -0.95 
y = 0.99

Bs0-Bs0 
x = 26.1 
y = 0.15

D0-D0

Mixing of neutral D mesons
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|D1,2i = p
��D0

↵
± q

��D̄0
↵
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Tiny mixing in charm!

e−Γt

� =
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CP violation

• CP is the combination of the charge conjugation C and 
parity transformation P 

• If there is a difference between the ways nature treats 
matter and antimatter then CP is violated 

• Within the Standard Model (SM), CP is naturally violated 
in weak charged-current interactions of quarks because 
of the complex phase in the CKM matrix

�17
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• Prompt: coming form primary vertex 

• D0 points to PV (small IP) 

• Decay time acceptance 

• High yields 

• Semi-leptonic: coming from B decays 

• D0 does not point to PV 

• Access to all D0 decay times 

• Lower yields

The D0 or D̅0 tagging

�18
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D*+- → D0 π+-soft
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B → D0 μ-+X
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Analysis strategy

• Production flavour of "  and "  identified by the 
reconstruction of D*+→D0π+tag (apex → “±") 

• 8 bins over the Dalitz plane chosen 
to have almost constant strong-phase  
differences (subscript → “b”)  

• Dalitz plane divided into two regions:  
𝑚+>𝑚− large contribution from CF decays 
                   (b > 0) 
𝑚+<𝑚− larger contribution from DCS decays  
                  (b < 0) 

• Data further divided into 13 bins of decay-time 
(subscript → “j”) 

• A total of 416 disjoint data samples 

D0 D̄0

�19

Dalitz plot with an accurate amplitude model, accounting
for efficiency and resolution effects, and background
components [9–11].
With the large samples of D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

expected at the LHCb and Belle II experiments [12,13],
the systematic uncertainties due to knowledge of the
amplitude model are likely to limit the final precision on
the mixing parameters. Approaches that obviate the need for
an amplitude analysis of the Dalitz-plot distribution have
been proposed to mitigate this issue [14,15]. These build on
ideas developed to measure the CKM angle γ from B− →
Dð→ K0

Sπ
þπ−ÞK− decays, known as the GGSZ method

[16–18]. By partitioning the Dalitz plot into bins, the need
for an explicit amplitude model is avoided, and the decay-
time distribution depends on a small number of coefficients
that encode relevant information about the decay, in addition
to the mixing parameters. At hadron-collider experiments,
however, such model-independent methods still face a
significant challenge. Stringent online event-selection cri-
teria are imposed on charged-particle momenta and displace-
ments from the primary interaction space point to suppress
the prevailing backgrounds from light-quark production.
Modeling the resulting biases on signal decay-time and
Dalitz-plot distributions increases the complexity of the
analyses, introducing further sources of systematic uncer-
tainty that may offset the intended advantages [19].
We propose a novel approach for measuring parameters

of oscillation and CP violation in charm mixing using
D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ−, or other multibody neutral-charm decays,

that requires neither an amplitude analysis of the Dalitz-
plot distribution nor an accurate modeling of the efficiency
variations as functions of decay time and Dalitz-plot
position. The sample of D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays is divided

into subsamples according to initial D0 meson flavor,
location on the Dalitz plot, and decay time. Ratios of
decay yields observed in regions (“bins”) of the Dalitz plot
that are symmetric about its bisector are constructed as
functions of decay time. These functions depend on the
known hadronic parameters, dependent on Dalitz-plot bin,
that enter the GGSZ method to determine γ [20]. The
mixing parameters are obtained from a least-squares fit of
the decay-time-dependent ratios, jointly for mesons pro-
duced as D0 and D0, in which external information on the
hadronic parameters is used as a constraint. Any significant
CP-violating effect in oscillations of D0 and D0 mesons is
observed as a difference in the ratios between the samples
of mesons produced in the D0 and D0 states. We dub this
approach the “bin-flip method”.
In Sec. II we develop the formalism of the method; in

Sec. III we discuss the Dalitz-plot partition and external
inputs needed; in Sec. IV we evaluate the sensitivity using
simulated samples and discuss instrumental effects such as
those due to resolutions and nonuniform reconstruction
efficiencies; in Sec. V we quantify the impact of the method

on the knowledge of charm-mixing phenomenology to
finally conclude in Sec. VI.

II. THE BIN-FLIP METHOD

Mass eigenstates of neutral-charm mesons are expressed
as jD1;2i ¼ pjD0i % qjD0i in terms of flavor eigenstates,
where p and q are complex parameters satisfying
jqj2 þ jpj2 ¼ 1. In the limit of CP symmetry (q ¼ p),
we define D1ð2Þ to be the CP-even (odd) eigenstate and
the mixing parameters as x ¼ ðm1 −m2Þ=Γ and y ¼
ðΓ1 − Γ2Þ=ð2ΓÞ, where Γ ¼ ðΓ1 þ Γ2Þ=2 is the average
decay width, following Refs. [1,8]. We specialize the
discussion of the method to the D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

because we anticipate that it will have a strong impact when
used with this mode, but the formalism can be adapted to
other multibody decays.
We parametrize the D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− three-body decay

dynamics with two two-body masses following the Dalitz
formalism [21,22]. We use the following flavor-dependent
definition of squared invariant masses:

m2
% ≡

!
m2ðK0

Sπ
% Þ for D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays

m2ðK0
Sπ

∓Þ for D0 → K0
Sπ

þπ− decays;
ð1Þ

which simplifies the simultaneous treatment of D0 and D0

decays.
We indicate with Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ and Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ the

amplitudes for mesons produced as D0 and D0, respec-
tively, and decaying to the final state f ¼ K0

Sπ
þπ− at the

generic point ðm2
þ; m2

−Þ of the Dalitz plane. If CP sym-
metry is conserved in the decay, the relation Afðm2

þ; m2
−Þ ¼

Afðm2
þ; m2

−Þ holds. The decay rates of neutral D mesons
tagged in the flavor eigenstates D0 and D0 at time t ¼ 0
evolve in time as

jTfðm2
þ; m2

−; tÞj2

¼
"""Afðm2

þ; m2
−ÞgþðtÞ þ Afðm2

−; m2
þÞ

q
p
g−ðtÞ

"""
2

and

ð2Þ

jTfðm2
þ; m2

−; tÞj2

¼
"""Afðm2

þ; m2
−ÞgþðtÞ þ Afðm2

−; m2
þÞ

p
q
g−ðtÞ

"""
2
; ð3Þ

where g% ðtÞ ¼ θðtÞe−imte−t=2 cosh
sinh ðzt=2Þ, t is the decay time

in units of D0 lifetime τ¼ 1=Γ, m ¼ ðm1 þm2Þ=2 is the
average mass of neutral D mesons, θ is the Heaviside
function, and z equals −ðyþ ixÞ.
We divide the Dalitz plane into two sets of n bins each,

symmetric about its principal bisector m2
þ ¼ m2

−. Bins are
labeled with the index % b, where b ¼ 1;…; n. Positive
indices refer to bins in the (lower) m2

þ > m2
− region, where

A. DI CANTO et al. PHYS. REV. D 99, 012007 (2019)

012007-2

Binning from CLEO: 
[Phys. Rev. D 82, 112006]

Using the customary convention for the charm-mixing
CP-violation phase ϕ≡ argðqAf=pAfÞ ≈ argðq=pÞ, which
assumes the absence of any final-state-dependent weak-
interaction phase between decay amplitudes (consistent
with the limit of CP-symmetric decay amplitudes), the
interpretation of zCP and Δz in terms of the usual mixing
parameters becomes straightforward,

xCP ¼ −ImðzCPÞ

¼ 1

2

!
x cosϕ

"####
q
p

####þ
####
p
q

####

$
þ y sinϕ

"####
q
p

####−
####
p
q

####

$%
;
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Δx ¼ −ImðΔzÞ

¼ 1

2

!
x cosϕ

"####
q
p

####−
####
p
q

####

$
þ y sinϕ

"####
q
p

####þ
####
p
q

####

$%
;
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yCP ¼ −ReðzCPÞ

¼ 1

2

!
y cosϕ
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q
p

####þ
####
p
q

####

$
− x sinϕ
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####−
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####
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Δy ¼ −ReðΔzÞ

¼ 1

2

!
y cosϕ

"####
q
p

####−
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p
q

####

$
− x sinϕ
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p

####þ
####
p
q

####

$%
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ð30Þ

Conservation of CP symmetry in mixing (jq=pj ¼ 1) and
in the interference of mixing and decay (ϕ ¼ 0) implies
xCP ¼ x, yCP ¼ y, and Δx ¼ Δy ¼ 0. The observables Δy,
frequently denoted as AΓ, and yCP are well known. The
introduction of xCP and Δx allows for a conveniently
symmetric notation and yields parameters with statistical
properties optimally suited for use in measurements and
combinations of results, as discussed in Appendix.

III. DALITZ-PLOT PARTITION AND
STRONG-INTERACTION PHASE INPUTS

Various Dalitz-plot binning schemes were developed by
the CLEO collaboration for measuring the coefficients
X b ≡ cb − isb [20]. These include schemes aimed at
minimizing the variations of the strong-interaction phase
differences across each bin, as well as alternatives explicitly
designed to optimize the GGSZ sensitivity to γ. For the bin-
flip method we propose to use the “iso-Δδ” scheme with
n ¼ 8 bins defined in each Dalitz semispace such that

2πðb − 3=2Þ=n < Δδðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ < 2πðb − 1=2Þ=n;
b ¼ 1;…; n; ð31Þ

where the variation of Δδðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ over the Dalitz plane is
evaluated using the “BABAR 2008” amplitude model [24].
Because this scheme keeps the strong-interaction phase
difference approximately constant in each Dalitz-plot bin,
biases due to nonuniform efficiencies are reduced. A
dedicated binning optimization for the bin-flip method
may lead to improved sensitivity, but this is not pursued
here as we intend to rely on existing measurements of the
hadronic parameters to demonstrate quantitatively the
performance of the method.
The iso-Δδ scheme, shown in Fig. 1, is available as a

look-up table consisting of a grid of ðm2
þ ; m2

−Þ points
spaced 0.0054 GeV2=c4 apart in both m2

þ and m2
−. The

corresponding values of rb, cb, and sb are reproduced in
Table I, as measured by CLEO in 0.8 fb−1 of eþ e−

collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 3.77 GeV. The
cb and sb correlations are reported in Table II.

IV. SENSITIVITY

The bin-flip method is validated using simulated experi-
ments. In Sec. IVA, we discuss the tests of the basic
assumptions and approximations of the method, study its
properties, and offer an estimate of the best statistical
precision possibly achievable. In Sec. IV B, we focus on the
dependence of the method’s sensitivity on external inputs.
In Sec. IV C, we discuss the impact of experimental effects,
such as finite resolutions and nonuniform reconstruction
efficiencies.

A. Reach and comparison with other methods

The sensitivity of the bin-flip method to oscillation and
CP-violation parameters in charm mixing is determined
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FIG. 1. Iso-Δδ binning of the D0 → K0
Sπ

þ π− Dalitz plot, based
on the BABAR 2008 amplitude model [20]. The bins are
symmetric with respect to them2

þ ¼ m2
− bisector; positive indices

refer to bins in the (lower) m2
þ > m2

− region; negative indices
refer to those in the (upper) m2

þ < m2
− region. Colors indicate the

absolute value of the bin index b.

NOVEL METHOD FOR MEASURING CHARM-MIXING … PHYS. REV. D 99, 012007 (2019)
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The formalism

• For each decay-time interval (j), the ratio Rbj± of the number of decays in 
each negative Dalitz-plane bin (−b) to its positive counterpart (+b) is 
measured 

• "  → value of the ratio for "  
"  → average (squared) decay-time 
"  → the amplitude-weighted average strong-phase as measured by 
CLEO and BESIII [Phys. Rev. D 82, 112006, Phys. Rev. D 101, 112002] 
"  with "

rb t = 0
⟨t⟩ (⟨t2⟩)
X(*)

b

zCP ± Δz ≡ (q/p)±1z z = (−y + ix)

�20

Useful parametrization in terms 
of mixing parameters: 

xCP,yCP,Δx,Δy → x,y,ϕ,|q/p|

decays and m2ðK0
Sπ

∓Þ for D0 → K0
Sπ

þπ− decays. We
partition the Dalitz plot into disjoint regions (“bins”) that
preserve nearly constant strong-phase differences
Δδðm2

−; m2
þÞ between the D0 and D0 amplitudes within

each bin [15]. Two sets of eight bins are formed, and
they are organized symmetrically about the principal
bisector m2

þ ¼ m2
−. Bins are labeled with the indices % b,

where b ¼ 1;…; 8. Positive indices refer to the (lower)
m2

þ > m2
− region, where unmixed Cabibbo-favored

D0 → K&ð892Þ−πþ decays dominate; negative indices refer
to the symmetric (upper) m2

þ < m2
− region, which receives

a larger contribution from decays following oscillation. The
data are further split into bins of decay time, which are
indexed with j. For each, we measure the ratio Rþ

bj (R
−
bj)

between initially produced D0 (D0) mesons in Dalitz bin
−b and Dalitz bin b. For small mixing parameters and CP-
conserving decay amplitudes, which are good approxima-
tions here, the ratios are [12]

R%
bj ≈

rb þ ð1=4Þrbht2ijReðz2CP − Δz2Þ þ ð1=4Þht2ijjzCP % Δzj2 þ ffiffiffiffiffi
rb

p htijRe½X &
bðzCP % ΔzÞ(

1þ ð1=4Þht2ijReðz2CP − Δz2Þ þ rbð1=4Þht2ijjzCP % Δzj2 þ ffiffiffiffiffi
rb

p htijRe½X bðzCP % ΔzÞ(
: ð1Þ

Here, htij (ht2ij) is the average (squared) decay time
of unmixed decays in bin j, in units of the D0 lifetime
τ ¼ ℏ=Γ [2]. The parameter rb is the ratio of signal yields
in symmetric Dalitz-plot bins ∓ b at t ¼ 0, and X b
quantifies the average strong-phase difference in these
bins [12]. The zCP and Δz parameters, defined by
zCP % Δz ≡ −ðq=pÞ% 1ðyþ ixÞ, are obtained, along with
rb, from a joint fit of the observed R%

bj ratios in which
external information on cb ≡ ReðX bÞ and sb ≡ −ImðX bÞ
[16] is used as a constraint. The results are expressed
in terms of the CP-averaged mixing parameters
xCP ≡ −ImðzCPÞ and yCP ≡ −ReðzCPÞ, and of the CP-
violating differences Δx≡ −ImðΔzÞ and Δy≡ −ReðΔzÞ.
Conservation of CP symmetry in mixing, or in the
interference between mixing and decay, implies xCP ¼ x,
yCP ¼ y, and Δx ¼ Δy ¼ 0.
Samples of D0 → K0

Sπ
þπ− decays are reconstructed

from proton-proton collisions collected by the LHCb
experiment in 2011 and 2012, corresponding to integrated
luminosities of 1 and 2 fb−1, respectively. In the 2012 data,
both the strong-interaction decay D&þ → D0πþ and the
semileptonic b-hadron decay B → D0μ−X , where X generi-
cally indicates unreconstructed particles, are used to deter-
mine whether a D0 or a D0 is produced. In the 2011 data,
only the B → D0μ−X decays were used because the online-
selection efficiency for D&þ → D0πþ decays was low.
Throughout this Letter, D&þ indicates the D&ð2010Þþ
meson and a soft pion indicates the pion from its decay.
The LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer

covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5 equipped
with charged-hadron identification detectors, calorimeters,
and muon detectors; and it is designed for the study of
particles containing b or c quarks [17,18].
The online selection of D&þ → D0ð→K0

Sπ
þπ−Þπþ

decays (prompt sample) uses criteria on momenta and
final-state charged-particle displacements from any proton-
proton primary interaction. Offline, we apply criteria
consistent with the decay topology on momenta, vertex
and track displacements, particle-identification informa-
tion, and invariant masses of the D&þ decay products.

Specifically, the mass of the D0 candidate is required to
meet 1.84 < mðK0

Sπ
þπ−Þ < 1.89 GeV=c2, and the differ-

ence between the D&þ and D0 candidate masses is required
to satisfy Δm < 151.1 MeV=c2. The D0 and soft pion
candidates are required to point back to one of the proton-
proton interactions (the primary vertex) to suppress signal
candidates originating from decays of b hadrons (secon-
dary decays). A kinematic fit constrains the tracks accord-
ing to the decay topology and the D&þ candidate to
originate from the primary vertex [19]. In the
reconstruction of the Dalitz-plot coordinates, we addition-
ally constrain the K0

S and D0 meson masses to the known
values [2] to ensure that all candidates populate the
kinematically allowed phase space.
The online selection of B → D0ð→K0

Sπ
þπ−Þμ−X decays

(semileptonic sample) requires at least one displaced
high-transverse-momentum muon and a vertex consistent
with the decay of a b hadron. Offline, we apply criteria
consistent with the decay topology on momenta, vertex
and track displacements, particle identifications,
and invariant masses of the D0 decay products. In
addition, candidate D0μ− pairs are formed by requiring
2.5 < mðD0μ−Þ < 6.0 GeV=c2 and the corrected massffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2ðD0μ−Þþp2

⊥ðD0μ−Þ
p

þp⊥ðD0μ−Þ, where the momen-
tum component p⊥ðD0μ−Þ of the D0μ− system transverse
to the B flight direction partially compensates for the
momentum of unreconstructed decay products, to be
smaller than 5.8 GeV=c2. The B flight direction is inferred
from the measured positions of the primary and D0μ−

vertices. A kinematic fit constrains theD0 andK0
S masses to

their known values.
In both samples, two categories of signal candidates are

used: those with K0
S → πþπ− candidates reconstructed in

the vertex detector (long K0
S), and those with K

0
S candidates

reconstructed after the vertex detector (downstream K0
S).

About 2% (3%) of the selected D&þ (B ) candidates
belong to events in which multiple candidates are recon-
structed by pairing the same D0 candidate with different
soft pions (muons). For these events, we randomly choose a

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 122, 231802 (2019)

231802-2
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Systematic uncertainties
• Systematic uncertainties are assessed  

from ensembles of pseudo-experiments 
generated with different systematic effects.  
The impact on measured parameters is 
then evaluated. 

• Reconstruction and selection effects  
(decay-time and m± corr., det. efficiency) 
and contamination from secondary decays: 
mainly affect 𝑥𝐶𝑃 and 𝑦𝐶𝑃 

• Neglecting time-dependent detection asymmetries: mainly affects ∆𝑦 

• Mis-modelling in the signal yield fits: mainly affect 𝑥𝐶𝑃   

• Approximation of constant strong-phase in each Dalitz bin: mainly affects 𝑦𝐶𝑃 

• Consistency checks: analysis repeated in subsets of the data selected based on 
magnet polarity, trigger, KS category, data-taking period and D*+ meson kinematics
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Future prospects
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